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Abstract

The unsteady wakes associated with detailed heavy vehicles with different levels of passive aerodynamic

treatment are investigated in a wind tunnel using a 1/3 scale model. Drag coefficient, base pressure and

wake total pressure are measured for detailed vehicles at yaw angles up to 15◦ for six semi-trailer vehicle

configurations. Cabin extenders and side-skirts were shown to be more effective at reducing drag under

yawed flow conditions, while certain front-end modifications were found to perform best at ψ = 0◦ when

the tractor was more able to shield the trailer from oncoming flow.

Base pressure was shown to reduce with yaw angle, with the low pressure signature of the main lower

vortex tilting upwards on the leeward side of the vehicle’s base. Total pressure grid measurements showed

two different types of wake, those where the stream-wise vortex formed by flow separating off the roof of

the trailer is separated from the bulk vehicle wake by a region of high total pressure, and those where the

two are indistinguishable. Vehicles without a distinct trailing vortex in this region were found to exhibit

stronger horizontal asymmetries in their base pressure profiles.
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1. Introduction1

Flows over heavy vehicles in cross-winds are important for a number of reasons. Whilst aerodynamic2

drag is perhaps the most studied because of its direct links to fuel economy and transports costs, cross-wind3

flows alter vehicle stability, cornering, water / mud spray and wind noise (Weir 1980; Garry and Cooper4

1986; Hucho 1987; Cheli et al. 2006; Gaylard and Duncan 2011). Heavy vehicles can be particularly5

sensitive to the effects of cross-wind. Having a significantly greater length than width can lead to large6

side forces, while the sharp edges on the upper sides of the trailer promote separation and the generation of7

stream-wise vortices, which in turn affect vehicle aerodynamic drag.8

The yaw angle (ψ) seen by a vehicle is a function of vehicle speed, wind speed and wind incidence9

angle. It is suggested in Hucho (1987) that the range of yaw angles needing to be considered is in the10

region of ψ = ±14◦ based on stationary measurements of wind data as well as the work of Gardell (1980),11
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who based calculations on a vehicle speed of 80 km/h with an 18 km/h crosswind. Scaling this to typical12

Australian speed limits of 100 km/h reduces the effective yaw range to ψ = ±10◦.13

There have been many studies showing the benefits of additional add-on devices, such as side-extenders,14

boat-tails, and side skirts in lowering aerodynamic drag (Cooper and Leuschen 2005; Leuschen and Cooper15

2006; Burton et al. 2011; Cooper 2012; Burton et al. 2013), the latter of which considers the configurations16

studied herein. It is common practice in wind tunnel testing of a heavy vehicle or add-on device to present17

forces and moments over a range of yaw angles e.g. (Storms et al. 2004; Cooper and Leuschen 2005; Land-18

man et al. 2010). Additionally SAE (2012) defines a wind-averaged drag coefficient, which is a weighted19

average of drag across the set of expected ambient conditions.20

Croll et al. (1996) shows that the far wake of the Ground Transportation System (GTS), a simplified21

heavy vehicle with rounded forebody corners and length to width ratio similar to heavy vehicles, at ψ = 10◦22

is dominated by a pair of stream-wise, counter-rotating vortices. A number of computational investigations23

have attempted to match the GTS flow-field at ψ = 10◦. While none manage to capture the correct near24

wake (the region of the wake prior to the closure of the dividing streamlines), simulations do show that the25

stream-wise vortices noted above originate from separation over the upper stream-wise edges of the vehicle26

(Salari et al. 2004; Maddox et al. 2004).27

Van Raemdonck (2012) presented mean base pressure and a PIV velocity field in the half height plane28

for the simplified GTS model at a yaw angle of 6◦. On the leeward side of the vehicle’s base, pressure is29

reduced relative to the 0◦ baseline. The velocity field shows that the leeward side, time averaged vortex is30

enlarged, while the rear stagnation point is shifted towards the windward side of the base. Comparable nu-31

merical results show that the RANS simulation employed is unable to replicate this horizontally asymmetric32

recirculating wake.33

Storms et al. (2006) showed base pressure contours as well as tractor-trailer gap PIV for the GCM model34

at ψ = 10◦. CFD by Hyams et al. (2011) shows unsteady structures exiting the tractor-trailer gap on the35

leeward side and convecting downstream towards the wake. Heineck et al. (2004) showed that a dramatic36

reduction in drag, measured between ψ = 10◦ and ψ = 11◦ is related to the core of the main gap vortex37

moving from the windward to the leeward side, which was accompanied by a significant reduction in both38

vertical flow and flow through the gap.39

When the oncoming flow is angled relative to the vehicle’s longitudinal axis, a number of different flow40

structures will develop. Figure 1 shows a pair of co-rotating stream-wise vortices separating from the roof41

trailer. This system is equivalent to that seen on a finite aspect ratio wing with endplates. Due to under-body42

blockage, the flow field beneath the trailer will be more complex.43
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Figure 1: Development of stream-wise vortices along a heavy vehicle in cross-wind.

Despite the body of knowledge presented above, there still remain questions about the influence of cross-44

winds on heavy vehicles, particularly relating to the change in aerodynamic response between simplified45

and detailed vehicles. Wind incidence angle is known to have a non-linear effect on drag as well as other46

aerodynamic forces and moments. In fact, the effectiveness of individual add-on components may not even47

be directionally consistent, with some devices providing maximum drag reduction at 0◦ yaw, while others48

perform better with increasing wind incidence.49

Many wind tunnel and CFD investigations present curves of drag versus yaw angle, both for entire50

vehicles and as individual component deltas, however considerably less information is available regarding51

the flow-fields associated with detailed vehicles at yaw. A recent study in a water channel (McArthur et al.52

(2016)) has provided detailed information into the time varying wake behind simplified and detailed heavy53

vehicles, however, cross-wind effects were not considered.54

Unlike some other ground transport modes, such as high speed trains, a wide variety of heavy vehicle55

configurations continue to be adopted, primarily because of the large number of often competing require-56

ments, in addition to aerodynamics, that heavy vehicles must fulfil. The aerodynamic challenge faced by57

the industry is not always one that allows the adoption of a highly streamlined body, rather it is a need58

to balance requirements including length limits, manoeuvrability, robustness, cost, etc. with aerodynamic59

performance.60

To this end this paper aims to elucidate the effects of cross wind on a number of detailed heavy vehicle61

configurations by presenting base pressure and wake total pressure measurements behind a 1 : 3 scale heavy62

vehicle model.63
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2. Methodology64

2.1. Experimental facility65

Testing was carried out in the Monash University 1.4MW wind tunnel. In order to account for the large66

blockage, a number of modifications were made to the 3
4 open jet test section. Details of the modifications67

and results of the subsequent flow validation are presented in McArthur et al. (2013). The velocity profile68

and distribution were obtained using a four-hole dynamic pressure probe that was traversed in the empty69

tunnel at a point 3.75 metres upstream of the turntable centre, approximately equivalent to the location of70

the leading edge of the model. The coefficient of variation in mean velocity was ¡ +/- 0.75% over the area71

of the model. The displacement thickness increases from 10mm at the start of test section to 25mm at four72

metres downstream from the centre of the turntable, at the front of the model it is 12mm, which is 14% of73

the frontal ground clearance. The mean streamwise turbulence intensity outside of the boundary layer is74

1.6%.75

The final solid blockage ratio was 10.6%, flow mapping was conducted at a width based Reynolds76

number (ReW =
U0×W
µ

) of 1.4 × 106, corresponding to the maximum rated velocity of the wind tunnel77

traverse system. Measurements presented in McArthur et al. (2013) show that the vehicle’s drag coefficient78

has not become independent of Reynolds number, although the variation with increasing velocity is small79

and consistent, hence it is expected that measurements at this reduced Reynolds number can provide relevant80

insight into the wakes of vehicles at operational speeds. The origin of the wind tunnel coordinate system for81

this investigation is the centre of the lower edge of the base of the vehicle. The X-axis is in the downstream82

direction, the Z-axis is vertically upwards and the Y-axis follows from a conventional orthogonal coordinate83

system.84

2.2. Model geometry85

The geometry used for this investigation is a 1:3 scale model of a commercially available Cab-over-86

Engine (CoE) tractor mated to a commercially available articulated box-trailer. The overall model dimen-87

sions are height H = 1,400mm, width W = 830mm, length L = 6,000mm, tractor-trailer gap G = 680mm88

and ground clearance at the front of the truck = 83mm. Key dimensions are shown in Figure 2. Details89

of the model and results of a comprehensive drag reduction program have been published in Burton et al.90

(2013). In this investigation a number of configurations of the CoE model are selected for flow mapping,91

this is intended to allow characterisation of a range of heavy vehicle wakes, representative of different ve-92

hicles currently in operation. For example, by testing with a relative large gap, then adding side extenders93

and finally closing the gap in full a wide range of gap flows is studied. Similarly, the progressive addition94

of side skirts and boat tails enables a low drag, streamlined configuration to be achieved.95
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Figure 2: Scale model key dimensions.

Figure 3 shows the model installed in the wind tunnel in both high drag and low drag configurations.96

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Detailed 1 : 3 scaled model. (a) high-drag baseline, (b) low-drag configuration.

To further understand the wakes of different heavy vehicles a number of typical configurations were97

defined. The geometries of interest are detailed below in order of decreasing drag coefficient see Figure 4(a).98

The Sharp vehicle is the highest drag model tested and consists of flat top cab in front of a trailer with99

sharp leading edges. The Flat vehicle also employs the flat top cab. In this configuration the trailer is100

equipped with rounded leading edges and an external refrigeration unit. The Fairing vehicle incorporates a101

sleeper cab tractor with a roof fairing and angled side extenders that are 0.165G long and angled outwards at102

15deg. Once again the trailer is equipped with rounded leading edges and an external refrigeration unit. The103

Closed vehicle includes the fairing cab, 1.0G long side extenders and an additional surface that is sealed104

from the trailing edge of the roof fairing to the leading edge of the trailer, thus eliminating the tractor-trailer105

gap. The Closed-Skirts model is the same as the Closed, with the addition of trailer-mounted side-skirts106

that cover 79% of the trailer ground clearance height. The Boat-tail model is the same as the Closed-Skirts,107

with the addition of 0.24W long boat-tails, placed on the upper and side trailing edges of the vehicle at an108
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Schematics of model configurations, from top to bottom in order of decreasing drag coefficient: Sharp, Flat, Fairing,
Closed, Closed Skirts, Boat-tail. (b) Yaw angle (ψ) shown as the angle (positive here) between the vehicle direction of travel and the
resultant wind direction.

angle of 15◦.109

The four main front-end configurations chosen reflect not only variations among the range of drag values110

seen in typical heavy vehicles, but, in addition, each has a fundamentally different interaction between the111

cabin and trailer, which has an influence on the development of the flow-field downstream of this region. In112

the Closed configuration, the cab and trailer are effectively a single body. In this situation the flow stagnates113

at the front of the vehicle and then the boundary layer develops continuously down the upper and side faces114

of the truck/trailer.115

The Fairing cab is the first of the two-body systems, where flow separates from the tractor and reattaches116

on the trailer. In this configuration the roof fairing and side extenders serve to shield the trailer from117

incoming flow so there is not a significant stagnation of flow on the front face of the trailer and the separating118

shear layer from the cabin joins with the boundary layer along the top and sides of the trailer.119

The Flat cab does without either the roof fairing or side extenders. This means less flow is deflected120

away from the trailer and consequently, more high speed flow interacts with the front face of the trailer. As121

the front of the trailer has a curved refrigeration unit and rounded leading edges, the boundary layer that122

begins on the front of the trailer remains attached along these convex surfaces.123

The Sharp configuration represents the final category of tandem body aerodynamics, where flow once124

again interacts with the front face of the trailer, but due to the sharp leading edges, undergoes large-scale125

separation.126
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2.3. Measurement equipment127

Force measurements are obtained using an underfloor balance consisting of 4 by 3-component Kistler128

force piezoelectric transducers connected through a floating frame, see Tropea et al. (2007) for the applica-129

tion of this technique. The model is connected to the underfloor force balance via 4 support posts, 2 running130

down through the centre of the front wheel bogey and 2 through the rear wheel bogey. The coefficient of131

variation of the force measurements is +/-0.5%.132

Pressure measurements were taken using a Dynamic Pressure Measurement System (DPMS). The DPM-133

S has 64 available channels, all connected to a common reference which was plumbed to a plenum outside134

the flow of the test section. Two DPMS units were used, one with full scale measurement range of ±3.0 kPa135

and one with ±7.0 kPa. The manufacturer claimed accuracy of these units is ±0.1% of full scale output.136

The system was calibrated in house by connecting to a Betz manometer.137

The DPMS is capable of sampling at frequencies up to 1,000 Hz, but in practice the maximum frequency138

that can be resolved is limited by damping in the tube system connecting the DPMS to the measurement139

location. In order to account for distortion to the time varying pressure signal, an inverse transfer function140

correction is used. For the set-ups detailed below this allowed accurate determination of frequencies up to141

the Nyquist frequency of 500Hz (S tW = 14.8)142

Surface pressure measurements were taken on the rear face of the model by connecting 500mm long143

�1.2mm PVC tubes to the DPMS. The taps were arranged in a 7 × 7 array with span-wise and vertical144

spacings of 0.16W and 0.17W respectively (figure 5a). Measurements were taken for 60 seconds at a145

sampling rate of 1,000 Hz.146

Figure 5: Schematic of base pressure tap and total pressure grid locations. Probe locations for the upper (◦) and lower
(•) total pressure grids.

In order to obtain simultaneous data across a large spatial region in the wake, a 13 × 9 rectangular grid147

of forward facing tubes was used with spacing equal to 0.096W. The quantity measured by this device is148

the stream-wise component of total pressure (p + 1/2ρu2). As these tubes are forward facing, they can only149

obtain reliable data for flow incidence angles within a cone of acceptance before separation effects begin to150
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dominate. Bell (2015) yawed a grid of total pressure probes through -20◦ to 45◦, finding that for incidence151

angle magnitudes up to 16◦ the measured velocity agreed with the true velocity component. Beyond ±16◦152

the probe measurements dropped off more quickly than the true component of dynamic pressure. The grid153

was placed at two heights (Z=225mm to 855mm and Z=855mm to 1495mm) to capture the upper and lower154

regions of the wake. Figure 5 shows the total pressure grid measurement locations in relation to the base of155

the vehicle.The probes were connected to the DPMS via 2200 mm long, �1.5mm PVC tubing, resulting in156

a maximum resolvable frequency of 500 Hz. Measurements were taken for 60 seconds at a sampling rate157

of 1,000 Hz.158

In order to assess any blockage effects caused by the total pressure grid, the low grid was placed at159

various distances downstream of a 1 : 3 scale Ground Transportation System (GTS) model (figure 6a) while160

measuring both the models drag and base pressure. Figure 6b shows the change in drag and mean base161

pressure. In all cases the change in drag and base suction are of similar magnitude, suggesting that the162

blockage effects are largely confined to the rear of the vehicle. At X = 1W the drag and base pressure have163

similar values to those without the grid, while moving the grid further downstream caused a drag reduction164

of approximately ∆CD = −0.015.165

(a)

X/W
1 2 3

∆
C

X

-0.020

-0.015

-0.010

-0.005

0

0.005

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Total pressure grid installed 1W behind a simplified GTS model, (b) Variation of drag (2) and base pressure drag (#) on
the GTS with stream-wise position of the lower total pressure grid

Contours of mean base pressure in figure 7, each plotted on its own colour scale, show that with the166

grid at X = 1W, even though the spatially averaged base pressure is close to the baseline value, there are167

differences in the topology, indicative of some interference effects. For X = 2W & 3W however the base168

pressure contours agree remarkably well with the baseline. This shows that at these distances the influence169

of the grid is to cause an adverse static pressure gradient, rather than to modify any flow structures.170
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Figure 7: GTS base pressure contours with low total pressure grid installed.

3. Results171

Mean base pressure measurements are presented in figure 8a relative to zero degree yaw case for each172

configuration. These show that the Sharp and Flat configurations had a faster loss of base pressure with yaw173

compared to the more streamlined vehicles, particularly for yaw angles above 5◦. This is in the opposite174

direction to the trends for drag in figure 8b, presented relative to the drag of the Sharp case at zero degrees175

yaw. This suggests that increments in drag with yaw occur mainly due to local flows at the front of the176

vehicle and under-body. The Closed case is of particular interest, the drag coefficient increases rapidly with177

yaw and is even higher than the Sharp case at 10◦ yaw, indicating a dominance of the underbody flow, given178

the effect is removed by the addition of side skirts (Closed Skirts). The Sharp, Flat and Fairing cases, those179

with an open gap, exhibit relatively flat drag coefficient curves up until 5◦, and the small drag increases in180

this range are attributed, in part, to the reduction in base pressure. In other words, the front-end flow has181

only a minor effect in this range. It is noted that the dynamic pressure used to determine coefficients herein182

is the resultant dynamic pressure, which is held constant for all yaw angles, a corollary of this is that the183

component of the resultant dynamic pressure due to forward speed reduces with increasing yaw.184
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Figure 8: (a) Change in mean base pressure coefficient with yaw angle and (b) Change in drag coefficient with yaw angle: 3 Sharp,
2 Flat, # Fairing, 4 Closed, . Closed Skirts.

Mean base pressure contours in figure 9 show a progressive strengthening and tilting of the low pressure185

region associated with the main lower vortex for all configurations. The lower pressure across the upper186

half of the leeward side of the base, particularly at high yaw angles, suggests that the vertical arm of the187

time-averaged wake vortex ring is moved further upstream, while the high pressure region on the windward188

side of the base indicates that the rear stagnation point has moved in that direction. At higher yaw angles189

the Sharp and Fairing vehicles have the highest levels of horizontal asymmetry in the upper part of the base.190

In order to capture the enlarged wake created by yawing the vehicle, the total pressure grid was placed at191

X = 1W and translated by 0.48W in the Y direction. The vehicle was then swept from ψ = −15◦ to ψ = 15◦192

in increments of 5◦. Pressure fields for negative yaw angles were then mirrored and combined with those at193

positive yaw angles. This was done for both the upper and lower grid positions to create the pressure fields194

in figure 10.195

Two main differences can be seen between the wake of the Closed Skirts and Fairing models as yaw196

angle increases. Firstly an isolated low total pressure region can be seen on the leeward side of the upper197

part of the Closed Skirts bulk wake. This is the stream-wise vortex that forms due to roll-up of boundary198

layer flow separating from the roof of the trailer. The size and pressure deficit of this vortex increase with199

yaw angle in the same manner as tip vortices on a finite-aspect-ratio wing. For the Fairing case, which200

allows flow to bleed through the tractor-trailer gap, this structure is much less concentrated and its low total201

pressure signature extends into the bulk wake.202
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Figure 9: Base pressure variation with vehicle yaw.

The other main difference between the two fields is in the lower wake on the leeward side. Here the203

fairing configuration shows a much larger region of reduced pressure. This is a result of flow separation off204

bluff components in the trailer under-body, while the configuration with side-skirts blocks flow from this205

region and does a better job of maintaining attached flow on the leeward side of the trailer.206

Figure 11 shows the central region total pressure at X = 1W, ψ = 15◦ for each configuration. The Closed207
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Skirts, Closed and Fairing all have discrete stream-wise vortices, while the Fairing and Sharp configurations208

do not. The reason for this is that the two Closed models have no tractor-trailer gap, allowing continuous209

development of the rooftop vortex from the start of the vehicle, while for the Flat model at yaw, the cabin210

is too low to affect flow over the roof. In this configuration airflow stagnates on the front of the trailer211

and remains attached over the roof before separating from the leeward side of the trailer roof to form the212

vortex. The other two configurations however, both have separated or turbulent flow on the roof and along213

the leeward side of the trailer. For the Fairing vehicle, flow through the tractor trailer gap and only partial214

shielding of the upper region of the trailer cause separation and turbulent structures that convect down the215

leeward side of the vehicle, as seen in the GCM simulation of Hyams et al. (2011), while for the Sharp216

configuration flow immediately separates from the sharp edges at the front of the trailer.217
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Figure 10: Stream-wise total pressure fields for X = 1W, composited from 4 individual measurements. Column 1 Closed Skirts,
Column 2 Fairing. Total pressure grids are fixed in tunnel aligned coordinates.
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The configurations with isolated vortices (Closed Skirts, Closed and Flat) are also the configurations218

with more horizontally symmetric base pressure profiles in figure 9, while those without distinct vortices219

(Fairing and Sharp) have strongly asymmetric base pressure profiles at large yaw angles.220

A possible explanation for this is that the presence of the uninterrupted vortex causes an induced velocity221

which brings high speed flow towards the surface of the trailer, allowing for a more normal boundary layer222

to develop as opposed to the configurations that are dominated by upstream separation.223

Closed Skirts Closed Fairing Flat Sharp

Figure 11: Stream-wise total pressure fields X = 1W, ψ = 15◦. Total pressure grid is fixed in tunnel aligned coordinates. Colour scale
is the same as figure 10.

Total pressure fields for the Closed Skirts vehicle at X = 1, 2 & 3W (figure 12), show that the trajectory224

of the tip vortex is both downwards and inwards towards the centre axis of the vehicle. The same trend is225

observed for other configurations, results of which are presented in the Appendix.226

ψ = 0 ψ = 5◦ ψ = 10◦ ψ = 15◦

X
=

1W
X

=
2W

X
=

3W

Figure 12: Stream-wise total pressure fields for Closed Skirts vehicle at X = 1, 2 & 3W. Total pressure grid is fixed in tunnel aligned
coordinates. Colour scale is the same as figure 10.

3.1. Boat-tails227

The largest change in wake flow at ψ = 0◦ comes from the addition of boat-tails. Figure 13 shows228

the upper wake total pressure field for the boat-tail vehicle 1W behind the base at yaw angles of ψ =229

0◦, 5◦, 10◦&15◦. At all incidence angles the bulk wake captured within this measurement area is significantly230
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smaller than the corresponding region for the Closed Skirts model (figure 10. The distinct leeward stream-231

wise vortex is once again observed, and there is possible evidence of another vortex above the bulk wake,232

which forms from the upper windward longitudinal trailer edge.233
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◦

Figure 13: Boat-tail configuration, mean total pressure fields in the upper half of the wake, X = 1W. Colour scale is the same as
figure 10.

4. Base pressure Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)234

Turbulent flows, such as bluff body wakes contain a mix of coherent and chaotic motions that are spread235

over a range of scales. It can be of great benefit to be able to extract the dominant fluctuating structures236

from a set of instantaneously measured flow fields. The aim of reduced order modelling is to decompose237

a set of flow fields into independent modes, the most relevant of which can be combined to reconstruct238

the flow features of interest, free from the obfuscation of small scale turbulence of other structures of239

lesser importance. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) achieves this by extracting the successive240

spatial modes which minimise the variance of all remaining elements. A review of the derivation and241

implementation of POD for turbulent flows can be found in Berkooz et al. (1993).242

A POD was constructed on the time-resolved base pressure measurements of the Closed vehicle at yaw243

angles of ψ = 0, 5, 10 & 15◦. Mode rankings in figure 14 show that the fraction of total fluctuating content244

within modes 1-3 decreases with increasing yaw angle.245
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Figure 14: Base pressure POD mode rankings.

In each case, the base pressure POD contains a pair of low frequency modes corresponding to vertical246

fluctuations and a horizontal mode fluctuating at S tW≈ 0.2, suggestive of von Kármán-like shedding.247

The structure of Vertical modes 1 & 2 shows a progressive tilting between ψ = 5◦ and ψ = 15◦ (fig-248

ure 15). There are signs of an antisymmetry between the ψ = 0◦ and ψ = 5◦ cases, suggesting that some249

part of the near wake process may be inherently unstable in a fully symmetrical state.250

At higher yaw angles the mode spectra of Vertical Mode 1 becomes dominated by a broad peak at251

S tW ' 0.13. The von Kármán-like peak in Horizontal Mode 1 is apparent for all cases, but at high yaw252

angles it is overshadowed by lower frequency content.253
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Figure 15: Closed vehicle base pressure POD modes 1-3.

5. Conclusions254

This paper has presented drag, base pressure and wake total pressure measurements for detailed vehicles255

at yaw angles up to 15◦. Cabin extenders and side-skirts were shown to be more effective at reducing drag256
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under yawed flow conditions, while certain front-end modifications were found to perform best at ψ = 0◦257

when the tractor was more able to shield the trailer from oncoming flow.258

Base pressure was shown to reduce with yaw angle, with the low pressure signature of the main lower259

vortex tilting upwards on the leeward side of the vehicle’s base. Total pressure grid measurements showed260

two different types of wake, those where the stream-wise vortex formed by flow separating off the roof of261

the trailer is separated from the bulk vehicle wake by a region of high total pressure, and those where the262

two are indistinguishable. Vehicles without a distinct trailing vortex in this region were found to exhibit263

stronger horizontal asymmetries in their base pressure profiles.264

6. Additional Figures265

ψ = 0 ψ = 5◦ ψ = 10◦ ψ = 15◦

X
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X

=
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X
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3W

Figure 16: Stream-wise total pressure fields for Fairing vehicle at X = 1, 2 & 3W. Total pressure grid is fixed in tunnel aligned
coordinates. Colour scale is the same as figure 10.
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Figure 17: Stream-wise total pressure fields for Flat vehicle at X = 1, 2 & 3W. Total pressure grid is fixed in tunnel aligned coordinates.
Colour scale is the same as figure 10.
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Figure 18: Stream-wise total pressure fields for Sharp vehicle at X = 1, 2 & 3W. Total pressure grid is fixed in tunnel aligned
coordinates. Colour scale is the same as figure 10.
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